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1. Introduction and results 
The main purpose of this paper is to complete one step in our previous 
paper [6]. That is, we passed too rapidly and incorrectly in obtaining (4.37) 
and (4.38) of [6]. 
Let us preserve all notations in [6]. In particular, we consider the 
following stochastic differential equation 
(1) 
{ 
dz(t) = cJ(s(t))dw(t) + b(x(t))dt 
z(0) = 20 
where o : R” -+ R” x R” and b : R” + R” are smooth functions 
with bounded derivatives of all orders, w(t) is the r-dimensional standard 
Brownian motion, realized on the classical Wiener space (X, H, ,u) as 
the coordinate process. As in [6] we consider the Stroock-Varadhan 
approximation series of (1) 
(2) 
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where t,, - [‘;:,“I and t+ = [2”t] + ’ I, ‘p . 
Also we consider the Malliavin smooth approximation: 
(3) 
C 
&c,(t) = [(7(xE(t))&(t) + b(x,(t))]dt 
x,(O) = :I: 
with . 5 
wL^ = 
J 
w(t + X)u&)dX, u&q = E-1u(E-1x), 
0 
where u is a C” function, with support contained in [0, I] and integral 1. 
Let z,, (t) = zI, (w , t) (resp. z,-(t) = z,- (w , t)) denote the unique solution 
of (2) (resp. (3)) for each w and (] . ]]17.Vt the usual Sobolev norm in 
Malliavin calculus, we want to prove 
THEOREM 1.1. - We have 
sup II~n(t)lIp.‘. < 02 
!I .t 
and 
for every p, r’. 
sup IlGQ)llp.r~ < 03 
:.t 
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to D. KAZUMI who 
pointed out to us our mistake and Professor K. D. ELWORTHY, by useful 
conversation with whom remarks 1 and 2 are inspired. 
2. Proof 
We shall in fact prove the following stronger results 
(4 
and 
sup IlG$) - h(S)llp,1.’ < c/t - SIP, 
n 
(5) sup IIxE(t) - z_r(s)]]2p.r’ < qt - #‘. E 
Here and in the sequel, the letter C signifies a constant whose value may 
change from location to location. 
For r’ = 0, proofs of (4) and (5) already exist respectively in [l] and [6]. 
So we begin with r’ = 1. For the sake of simplicity of notations we use 
the same I] . ]I to denote norms in different spaces such as Rd, H and 
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H ~3 H, etc: this causes no confusion so long as one sees the element 
inside the norm symbol. 
We first prove (4). We omit the index n and set p(t) = ox(t). Then 
for t > 
(6) 
We first 
x being 
(7) 
Thus we 
treat the cheap parts. Since 
Vk(4 = 2”X[un,,,;t)> 
the indicator, we have 
obtain using that Vtii, (u) remains constant on [uI1, pi) 
2”t+ 
SC En 
(J 
tAkP-” 
ll+,)lldu 2[,vti:,((k - 1)2-“11” 
kz27’s; 
sV(k-1)2-n ) 
5 C(t - s). 
Hence 
(8) q14p 5 c(t - sy. 
Obviously 
(9) EIII3ll”p 5 C(t - s)2p-1 s sf IIYuI12PdU. 
Finally we look at Il. We write 
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Setting 
cu(u)=2’yu+At-u “5&( )y 1 II 1, I2 ax X,1,? 11,’ 
we have 
t 
Ill = a,(u)dw’(u). 
BDG inequality and H6lder inequality then yield 
It remains to estimate 112. We have 
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By Holder’s inequality and taking into account that tin (.) is constant on 
[2--1Lk,2--R(k + 1)) we have 
But from (2) it follows that 
which implies by Grownwall’s lemma 
IlY~ll I (IIY~, II + C> exp{C[lG&> + l](u - un>}. 
Hence the RHS of (12) is less than 
C(t-.~)~~-l2-~“~ fE([lly,~+Cl(2y]exp[2-2nC(l+lliln(U~),~,~~(~),~~J}~~, 
.I s 
Since (see [l] p. 44) 
(13) E{exp[2-27LC(1 + ]tin(Un)]]]ti71(U)]4p} 5 C22”1’, 
we have in view of the independence of yu, and ‘wn(ul,) 
.I 
t 
(14) lq112l~~2~ 5 c(t - s)2p + C(t - s)2p-1 EllY% l12Pdu. 
s 
For the same reason, 
(15) 
E[111~23112~+11~~24112~+ll~~2~l12~l I C(t-s)2P+C(t-s)2”-’ 
J 
tEllY.. l12QU. 
s 
Using (13) we obtain 
(16) E~~l~22 112P 5 C@ - s)2”* 
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Setting gl(s, t) = E[lly(t) - y(~)ll~~‘], a conjunction of (6)-( 16) gives 
(17) 
g1(s, t) 5 C(t-s)“+C(t-s)“-l 
J 
fgl(O, +h+C(t-s)“-’ 
I 
$l(O, u,)du. 
s . .s 
Taking s = 0 we have 
gl(O,t)~C(t-s)“+C(t-s)“-l 
J 
$1(0,U)dU+C(t-s)J’-’ ~~l(O,n,,)du. 
s .I s 
Now we use a standard argument on this inequality, i.e., we put 
h(t) = ~uPgl(o,~). 
.s<t - 
Then hr is the smallest increasing function dominating gr(0, .). Since 
the RHS of (18) is an increasing function dominating g1 (0, .), it also 
dominates hr , namely, 
h(t) LC@-sy+c 
1 
‘fhl(u)du+c fhl(u,,)du 5 C@-s)“+C 
s J .L, J .s 
Therefore Grownwall’s lemma gives 
(20) h(l) < m> 
which combined with (17) gives (4) for T’ = 1. 
Now we proceed to the case T’ = 2. We set 
z(t) = r&(t) = Vy(t). 
A direct calculation gives the equation that z satisfies: 
6 
= 
c Ji 
i=l 
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First we observe that 
(22) 
From (7) and (20) we have 
J4 = 0 
5 (23) E CllJlll 2p [ 1 < C(t - s)? - ix3 
Moreover, it is easily seen 
As for JI we use the same argument for II. Thus we write 
= JII + Jlz 
The same argument as for 111 gives 
J 
t 
(26) El1 Jll 112p 5 C(t - ~)~--l E&G,, l12pdu. 
s 
Substituting (2) (16) into the expression of Jl2 we have 
(27) J&) = 
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From (21) we deduce that 
Hence by Grownwall’s lemma we conclude 
lldl 5 C{ 1l.d + C/r]” lld12(1 + lG44l)d~ 
+ C2” l’” llzhlld~} exp[C2-n(l + lG,(s)(] 
Therefore we find 
[II~ulll~ll(~)1212p L ll~L1,/12PI~R(~)J*~exp[2-‘LC(1 + l&(u)0 
[s 
11+ +c tt,L’L Ilv(4112(1 + lh(4I)d~ 
+ C2N I”: llmld~] 2p exp[C2-N(l + Itih(u)l]. 
n 
On the other hand, as in (12) we have 
,!?[I Jlzl (12p 5 C(t - .s)2p-12-2np J ' E[II~ul12plZiln(u)14P(du. s 
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Hence ElIJr2111’1’ can be divided into two parts; the first one can be 
estimated by making use of (13) and the independence of z,,, and W, (u), 
as in (14), and is bounded by 
Furthermore, using (20) and the properties of Gaussian variables we see 
that the second term is bounded by a constant. Combining these facts 
we obtain 
(28) EllJ121112” 5 c(t - s)21’ + C(t- p-l 
In the same way, 
(29) JqlJ122II”” + 11.J1241121’ + 11Jl2711”“] 
.I 
t 
5 C(t - s)21’ + C(t - s)2J’-1 qQL l121’dU. .‘, 
But it is now trivial that 
(30) E[llJ12~11”” + IIJ1251121’ + IlJ4l”J’] 5 c pt - s)+qlZ,,~~2%h 
. h 
We deduce from (25)-(30): 
(31) ElI.Ir)I”” 5 C(t - S)21’ + C@ - s)I’-l 
.I 
tElli,,l/%U + c(t - Q-l 
s 
s 
t 
~II&,~ Il”Q. 
s 
Applying the same technique to Jl and using E I( yt - y/h 11’1, 5 C( t - s)l’ 
we easily conclude 
(32) 
Now set 
.92(5-J) = JqIIZ(t> - z(s)(12q. 
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Combining (20)-(24), (31), (32) yields that 
*t t 
g2(s, t) 2 c(t - s)” + c 
I 
Q2 (0, u)du + c 
s 
g2(0, W? )d?J. 
. s .4 
Now we can use the same argument as (I 7)-(20) to finish the proof of (4) 
for r’ = 2. 
Proceeding in the same way for r’ = 3,4, . . . + we can complete the 
proof of (4). 
Remark 1. - Examining carefully the proof we see that for every N > 0, 
where xn(x, t) is still the solution to (2) with emphasis on the starting 
point x. using a standard truncation argument as in the proof of lemma 2.1 
of Chapter V of [4], we can prove that 
lim sup 
‘1+m t~[o,l].~~~~~~s 
[lx,, (2; t) - x(x, t)llP,r = 0. 
Moreover, this can be extended to lower triangular SDE’s in the sense 
of [7], with obvious modification in the proof. In particular, noting that the 
solution to a SDE together with its derivatives with respect to the starting 
point satifies a lower triangular SDE we have 
for any multi-index pi. 
Remark 2. - (33) can be used to prove the smoothness in the sense of 
Malliavin calculus of solutions of SDE’s. Of course, in the usual Euclidean 
case it is not necessary to use this procedure: the Euler-Maruyama scheme 
provides a much simpler approximation, as showed in e.g. [S]. But if 
instead we consider a stochastic dynamic system (SDS) on an open domain, 
the Euler-Maruyama schema is then no longer available since the domain 
is perhaps not a linear space. In such a case (33) would permit to give 
the smoothness. For example, if we consider a SDS on an open domain 
admitting a smooth uniform cover, then by a result of K. 1~8, as stated 
in [2], the SDS itself and the piecewise linear approximations all have 
solutions going on for all time. Then by (33) we know that the solution to 
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the SDS is smooth in the sense of Malliavin calculus and it is the uniform 
(in t E 10, 11) 4 uasi sure limit of the solutions to the approximation series. 
Since the extension to the case where the solution process is valued 
in a separable Hilbert space - but the brownian motion remains finite 
dimensional - is immediate, we can solve SDS’s valued in diffeomorphism 
group at the level of quasi sure analysis and thus obtain refinement of the 
results of [2]. In particular, we can construct quasi sure stochastic flows 
in this way, recapturing the main results of [3]. 
Now we turn to the proof of (5). Omitting the index E we set 
y(t) = Vz(t). Then we have 
(34) Yt - 31s = 
.I{ 
f ~(~&ti:(u)du + a;(Z,,)[vti:(u)] 
s . 
+ gJ”.)y. fdu. 
=I1 +I2 +I,. 1 
Since 
J 
U+C ti&) = u,(X - u)dw(X), u 
we have 
m(g = 
Therefore 
(35) (V’LiiL(‘LL), VGb(V))H = 
{ 
J,y+’ Iuk(X - u)12dX if 21 = U, 
0 if IU - ‘~1 > E. 
Consequently 
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Hence 
(36) 
Clearly 
(37) EIII~II”” 5 qt - p-1 J ,;’ IIYU Il”Qu. 
11 is more delicate to deal with. We first write 
(38) I1 = 
I 
. ,sf ~(~.,)Y,,,W:(u)~~ 
Here and in the sequel, uk := (U - ke) V 0. By the stochastic Fubini 
theorem, 
Hence by BDG inequality and Hiilder inequality, 
(39) 
IqIlll(“” 5 CPl J 
:+A AAt &-“JyX A t - s)21’-1 
J -qlYu, Il”“du .$ .5 
cft X/v 
+C(t - s)“-l 
/ 
dXE-““(X At - (A - E))2J’-1 
I 
JqYu, ll”“du 
.9+: . (A-,) 
I c ,s,=,“,, ~llYul12~‘~-‘“+l) / 
S+E 
(A A t - s)2”dX 
. s 
.I 
t 
+ qt - 5y-I SUP JqlYu ll”“dA 
.A .*<rr<X 
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But it is elementary to verify 
E-(p+l) S+E J (A  t- s)""dX 5 C(t- s)". 3 
Therefore 
(40) 
E((Ill (12Y 5 C(t-s)2p s,“<‘fp<,s wvu II~“+W-W Jt SUP qy,t ((“QX. 
-- s s<u<x 
Whereas 
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By Hiilder’s inequality we have 
~~1~~1~~“” 5 (t - s)21’-1 .I’+ IliJ:(u)I”v”-l .I” Ily~,ll2~‘Izii~(v)I”“dv. 
.s 11  
From (34) we have by elementary calculus 
+ 2P ,,t IIYl,l12~~-2(yl., ~i(Z1l)[vti$h)])du. 
s 
Hence 
llYtl12p 5 llY.s112~~ + c .i -f llyu(12y1 + lti~(u)l)du s 
+ c ,5;tllY~~l12~ + l>llvti:(u)lldu 
J 
I (llYsl12” + c(t - sW2) + c 
.I 
*t llyJ2”(1 + l&;(U)I + E-ll”)dU. 
s 
If t - s 5 E, then we have by Grownwall’s lemma 
llYtl121’ I (llY.sl121’ + C)exp C(l + { .li’ l~i(Wv)}, 
Set 
bk(u) = exp C(l+ { .I”*’ lti;(u)l)dv}. 
11 A 
Then 
~o~~122-1998-~~ 8 
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By recurrence we have 
l)y/211(2~ I c 2-k“IIYt’b+l 112q.(w) + cx 2-%k+l(w)b;(V) 
A-21 x20 
Since for v 5 u, y/Ok+l is independent with bk(v), W;(w) and W:(U), 
Since it is trivial that 
(42) sup E[b~(w)Iw:(u)7;1:(w)12r)] 5 CC2J’, 
1l.1) 
we see 
t (43) E~~1~2~/~2” 5 C(t - .s)2p-1 
/ 
sup Elly,,II”%h + C(t - g2f’. 
. .$ O<r,<u 
The same reasoning produces 
(44 E [ll~123l1~~ + 11~124112” + ll~125112p] 
2 C(t - s)~I’-’ 
.I ’ 
.5t ,:my, EllyllJ12”du + C(t - s)~]’ 
-- 
And it is easily seen that 
(45) Ell11z~~~2” 2 C(t - s)~Y 
Combining (41)-(45) yields 
J 
t 
E~~I12~~2” 5 C(t - s)2p + C(t - s)~J’-~ SUP Ell~,,ll~~‘d~ 
s o<ug 
which together with (40) implies 
(46) EIIb 112’ I C(t - +’ + C(t - s)“-1 /I’ ,mp,, Elly,l12”dX. 
-- 
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Finally we get from (34), (36), (37), (46) that 
(47) EllYt - Ysl12j) 5 w - ““~‘,,,~P,,,, JJAlYI,II + 1) 
-- 
I 
t + C(t - q-l SUP qly/,I12pd~. 
. .z o<u<x -- 
When s = 0 this becomes 
J 
t 
El/ytll”” 5 CC’ + CP-1 SUP EIIYu l12”dX 
0 0 5 ‘U < x 
Then using the same argument as in (20) we obtain 
(48) SUP -qlYty12”] < cm. 
O<f<l 
Put this back into (47) we obtain (5) for r’ = 1. 
Next we look at 
We have 
i=l 
Obviously 
(50) J4 = 0 
It is clear from (35) and (48) we have 
(51) E & 2p [ 1 <C(t - s)? - i=3 
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And trivially 
J 
t 
(52) EIlJ~l12” 5 c(t - s)2+ EllZ,sI12uL. 
s 
Now we decompose Jl as follows: 
(53) Jl(t) = x,,zij&L)du 
The same argument as for 111 gives 
(54) El1 J1~~~2y 5 C(t - s)2p sup E~I.z,,II~~ + C 
s 
sup E(l.z,l12”dX 
s I< I, <s -- s s<u<x 
And Jl2 is further decomposed into 
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Hence it can be tackled in a similar way to (27)-(30) and we find 
.I 
t 
l.311J12112J) 5 C(t - s)J’ + C(t - sy--l sup -Q/u Il”“dX 
s A>0 
This combined with (49)-(54) gives 
-ql% - z.~l12p SC@ - s)P(,sI~~~EIIZ,,Il + 1) + qt - q-l 
- -. 
I 
t 
SUP Ell%l12”d& 
. .Li o<u<x -- 
From which we obtain in the same manner as in (17)-(20) 
Ellzt - &II 23) 5 c(t - s)?‘. 
proving (5) for r’ = 2. Then we can deal with higher derivatives similarly 
and complete the whole proof. 
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